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1. Introduction 

Recently  a  number of authors  have  discussed 
the  theory of critical  phenomena in magnetic  ma- 
terials  and  produced  results  differing  from  the  con- 
ventional  and  simple  theory as  described in many 
textbooks [l-41. Some  predictions of the new 
theories  have  already  been verified experimentally. 
Neutron  scattering  techniques  can  be  used to give 
a  thorough  investigation of critical  phenomena 
and  this  paper  discusses  the  theory  needed in the 
interpretation of the  experiments. 

In  section 2 the  cross  section  formulae  are 
written  down in various  forms  and it is  shown how 
the  cross  section is related  to  the  generalized wave 
vector  dependent  susceptibility.  In  section 3 
special  attention is given to the  time  dependence 
of fluctuations  near  the  critical point and it is 
shown that  the  conventional  theory  fails. A modi- 
fied theory  is  described in section 4. Because of 
the difficulty of the  problem  this  theory  is only 
qualitative  but  it  points to the  existence of damped 
spin  waves,  or  some  similar  phenomena,  even  above 
T,. Section 5 mentions two other  experiments 
indicating  the  existence of spin  waves  above  the 
critical  temperature.  Section 6 gives  conclusions. 

2. Formulae  and  Definitions 

Only  the  terms with a and p equal  Contribute to 
(2.2) if the  sample  has only scalar  interactions  be- 
tween  the  spins.  Throughout  this  paper we shall 
assume  this, i.e., ignore  dipolar  interactions  and 
anisotropic  exchange. 

Define 

with similar  definitions for the y and  z-directions. 
Below the  critical  temperature  the  correlation 

function in (2.3) has  a  nonzero  value  at  infinite 
time  and  this gives the Bragg scattering  contribu- 
tion Yf(K, 0). 

The  neutron  has  initial wave vector k and  initial 
energy E .  It is scattered  into  a  state of wave 
vector k' and  energy E ' .  The wave vector  change 
and energy  change  are,  respectively: 



and in the limit A + O  this  is  proportional  to the 
mean  square  fluctuation in magnetization  which. 
by elementary  thermodynamics.  is  proportional  to 
the  magnetic  susceptibility.  Hence 

lim !Ix tlw,Y$fi( K ,  w )  = XTx"fi/$p' (2.9) 

where  the  susceptibility  tensor xafi is  defined in the 
usual way. For  the  correct  choice of principle 
axes. f f i  has two  values x z z  and x s s = x g u  below 
T,.. and  one  value. xzz = xss = x", above T,.. 

The form of (2.9)  suggests  that we seek a more 
general  relation. valid at all K .  by introducing  the 
quantity p f i ( K )  which describes  the  response  to  a 
field of wave vector K. The idea of this  is well 
known but. so far  as  the  author  is  aware.  the first 
formulation  for  an  explicitly  neutron  scattering 
problem was given in a  recent  paper by  Mori and 
Kawasaki [SI. Following the  latter  paper we 
introduce  a  relaxation  function This is an  important  relation  because i t  is the  gen- 

eralization of (2.9) and  because it unambiguously 
relates  the  observed  cross  sections  to  a  quantity 
of theoretical  interest.  Whether  or not  we under- 
stand  the full w dependence of the  cross  section 
we can  deduce x*O(K) provided the  experimental 
results  are known with sufficient accuracy  to  evalu- 
ate  the  integral on the  right-hand  side of (2.17). 

Frequently it is  more  convenient t o  measure the 
total  count rate at  a fixed scattering  angle  instead 
of the full 9 ( K ,  w); to  deduce x ( K )  from such  meas- 
urements  involves two approximations.  First. 
the  integral in (2.17)  should  be  performed at fixed 
K not at fixed scattering  angle. The  error intro- 
duced by this  is  small if the  incident  neutron energy 
is large  compared with the  energy  changes, t i w .  
Second.  the  count  rate  is not weighted  with the 
factor { 1 - e-&fi}/ltiwP and  therefore we  require 
that 7iw 4 AT. If this  last  condition  is satisfied 
the  factor  becomes  unity  and  the  experiments give 
f " K )  directly. 

The molecular field theory  for  a  ferromagnet 
above T,. predicts x ( K )  to  have  the  form: 

fore it appears  that  in  the  theory of Elliott  and 
Marshall  a  diffusive-like  behavior  is  built  into the 
perpendicular  correlation  function (S$(O).'Sa(t)). 
We will return  to  this point in the  next  section. 

3. The  Inelasticity of the Scattering 

To consider  this  problem we concentrate  atten- 
tion  on FSs(K ,  w) .  Above T, this  is  identical  to 
P Y K ,  w)  and  therefore gives a complete  descrip- 
tion of the  w-dependence, while below T, it gives 
the single  spin  wave  scattering. We are not  able 
to  calculate Fss (K ,  w )  rigorously  but  we can get 
some  information  about  the  moments of it. We 
first note  that 

Other  simple  theories of ferromagnets give results 

These predictions have been  tested by Passell 
et al. [6], by neutron  experiments on metallic  iron. 
They conclude  that the general  form  (2.18)  is  correct 
within the limits of experimental  error but that 6.: 
does  not  have  a  linear  variation with T-Tc, as 
predicted by (2.22) but  instead 

qualitatively  similar. 

This 4/3 law is in agreement  with  recent  theoretical 
work by Domb [ I ]  and by Gammell,  Marshall,  and 
Morgan [2] who found  a 4/3 law for the  divergence 
of xzz(0) using the mathematical  technique of suc- 
cessive  Padé  approximants. 

Below T,. the molecular field theory  again  gives 
the general  form (2.18)  but  with 

Because  this  simple  theory  gives  the  incorrect 
power law above T,. we would expect it also  to be 

correct below T,. but,  to  date.  no  experimental 
sults of sufficient accuracy  are  available below 
. The theory  due  to Elliott and  Marshall [7j 
es results virtually identical  with  (2.18)  to  (2.24) 

one  important  difference,  they  predict a non- 
o K : ~  below T,.. The precise  reason why the  the- 
es differ  in  this way is not yet understood:  non- 
eracting  spin waves also give K : ~ = O  and  there- 



matic  effect,  shows  that  long  wavelength  fluctuations 
are slow. 

At infinite temperature  the  discussion is straight- 
forward.  From (2.18) and (2.22) we get 

The  expression  for (w4)  is very  long and will  not be 
repeated  here. It is of a similar  form to (3.5) with i 
a  denominator xr"(K) and a numerator involving  where we use x0 to stand for  the Curie susceptibility. 
correlation  functions  between  four  spins  which are The  short  range correlation  functions  appearing 
close  together.  This  numerator is also  propor- in the moment formulae  are also inversely  proper- 
tional to (yo - yK), as is (3.5).  tional t o  T and a tedious  calculation  gives  the 

general  character of the  moments ( d l )  as  a  function 
of n. 

From  these  remarks we can now reconstruct  the  results 

(a) ( d )  is unity. 
(b) ( d ) ,  (04) and  all  higher  moments  are  in- 

versely  proportional  to x""(K). 
(c) (u2), ( d )  and  all  higher  moments  are  pro- 

portional  to (yo-yh.).  This follows as  a  general 
rule  from  the  remark  that f""(K, t )  is  independent 
of t in the  limit K +  0. 

tion functions  between  spins  which  are  close  to- In an earlier  discussion  de  Gennes 181 evaluated ' 
gether.  This follows from (3.1), (3.2), which involve these  moments  at  infinite temperature  working 
a  commutator,  and  therefore  reduce,  at t =  0, 'to directly  from  the  correlation  function (2.5). His 
short  range  correlation  functions.  discussion is rather  more difficult than  that  given 

(d) ( d ) ,  (u4) etc.,  are  proportional  to  correla- 

We now note  that  effect (d) cannot  produce here because he  had t o  take four  commutation 
important  qualitative  effects  near  the  critical  operations with H t o  evaluate  the  fourth time 
temperature. For example we note  that (3.5) can  derivative. In the  present  approach (3 .2)  shows 
be rewritten,  above Tc, as  that the fourth  moment  involves o n l y  three time 

derivatives and therefore  three commutation opera- 
tions  with %' furthermore  the final Commutation 
simplifies the formulae. de Gennes quoted only 
(w4)  for the  simple cubic lattice  averaged for a 
polycrystal. For  that  special case (3.1 1) gives the 
same answer except f o r  the sign of the term 3/4 
S(S + 1) which it appears de Gennes gave incorrectly. 
The  subsequent  discussion given b y  de Gennes is 
still valid because this  term is very small. 

We know that  the  specific  heat  has  a  weak  singu- In the  forward  direction we notice.  since both 
larity  (probably  logarithmic)  at T,, and  hence E ( T )  (0') and (m4) are proportional t o  K'.  that ( w 4 )  is 

is  continuous,  but  with  an  infinite  slope,  at T,. much  larger  than (w')'. It follows  that  although 
This  is  a weak  singularity  compared to the  diver- the  half width at half  height of F(K, O )  must be 
gence in ~ ( 0 ) ;  this  essential  difference  is  because small the  shape  must  have  large wings to it ,  i.e., 

any  short  range  correlation  function  can  have only F(K, 01 must be something  like a cutoff Lorentzian. 
weak  singularities  whereas x(K) involves  long  range  We  therefore  assume 
correlation  functions.  We  conclude  that  effect 
(d) produces  numerical  factors slowly  varying  with T.  

Effect  (b),  the  thermodynamic  slowing  down of 
fluctuations,  shows  that  the  scattering  becomes 
more  nearly  elastic  near Tc, Effect  (c),  the  kine- 
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is the  correct  spin wave frequency. As the  tem- 
perature is raised  the  spin  waves get damped  and 
the delta functions of (3.22) become  broadened  into 
cutof f  Lorentzians  i.e.,  the  singularities ofF"S(K, w )  
move slightly off the  real  axis. 

As the  temperature is raised still further  the  spin 
wave interactions  result in an energy  renormaliza- 
tion. It is well k n o w n  that  at low temperatures  this 
energy  renormalization  follows a Ts12 law. Up t o .  
say 0.8TC, it is  probably  reasonable to use (3.5) 
directly to give a rough estimate of the  spin wave 
energy.  Hence. very  roughly. 

wh - 2 J ( y l ) - ~ y h . ) { < S " S ' ~ + S z S ~ > } " P / A  

[The factors on the lef't-hand side o f  (3.18) are con 
venient  and  give a dimensionless number.] (3.18) 
is only a rough  estimate because we have used a 
nearest neighbor  Heisenberg model t o  represent 
metallic Fe and furthermore we used moIecuIar 
field theory t o  relate ,J to T, Nevertheless i t  
should be of the c o r r e c t  order of magnitude. It 
should be noted  that  the o n l y  signficant  singular- 
ities of (3.12) are poles on the  imaginary  axis. at 
w = -t X,,.. 

At low temperatures  the  discussion is also straight 
forward. In a ferromagnet  the last factor of (3 .5)  
becomes S' and b o t h  molecular field theory  and 
spin  wave  theory give 

,A! 

This last estimate is rough because we have made 
no real attempt t o  calculate the  renormalized W K  

within.  say. a factor of 2. Nevertheless within 
this kind of uncertainty i t  should be satisfactory 
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up to about 0.8T, and beyond that  temperature 
the  spin wave interaction problem is too difficult 
t o  discuss here. 

We now notice by comparing (3.17) and (3.28) that 
the  separation  between  the spin  wave peaks at 
about 0.8T, is roughly the  same  as  the width of 
the scattering  curve at infinite temperature.  The 
shape of FX."(K, w) is very different  at  the two tem- 
peratures but the  scale o f  the dependence on w is 
roughly the  same. 

We now turn to a  discussion of FJJ(K,wj near 
Tc, Several  authors [5 ,9,10]  have  discussed  this 
or  a  similar  problem  using  various  theories;  all 
of these  theories  are,  however,  basically  the  same 
as  that which we  will now summarize.  Because of 
the slow T dependence of effect  (d),  near  but  just 
above T, we may estimate  moments  as 

where x0 is the  Curie  susceptibility. By comparison 
with the  discussion of F ( K ,  w) at  infinite  tempera- 
ture we see  this  has  the  effect of replacing K' by 
K 2  x o / x ( K , T ) .  The  ratio < w4 > I <  w' >' is now 
even  larger  than  at infinite temperature  because 
x ( K ,  T )  is large  near T,. I n  the  absence of any 
other  information  about F ( K , w )  we assume it is a 
cutoff Lorentzian  just  as  at infinite temperature; 
by analogy  to (3.17) we get  immediately 

From  either (1.22) or (1.23) we see  that ry K:  is 
small  near T,. and in typical  neutron  experiments 
the  observations  are  made at angles  such  that 

as  that  used by Passel1  et  al. [6], or  Jacrot  et al. 
[ l l ] ,  the  expression (3.30) is some two orders of 
magnitude  smaller  than  the  appropriate  expression 
for infinite  temperature, (3.17). Hence  the  theoreti- 
cal  prediction is that  there  is  a very substantial 
narrowing of the  scattered  neutron  distribution  as 
the  temperature  is  reduced  towards T r .  

However, in both  the  experiments by Passel1 
et  al.,  and by Jacrot  et al., none of the  features of 
(3.30) are  observed.  In  particular  the  experiments 
suggest: 

(1) The  order of magnitude of rK is given by an 

K2 - K f  . Thus, for an  experimental  situation  such 
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expression like (3.17) with 

2moAJti - 11.4 [Experiment T - Tr].  (3.31) 

This  is  about two orders of magnitude  larger  than 
(3.30) 

(2) r K  is approximately  independent of tempera- 
ture.  This is in contrast  with (3.30) which  varies 
sensitively  with T because of the r q K j  dependence. 

(3) I ' K  is proportional to K' within experimental 
error. No term  proportional to K4, as predicted by 
(3.30), is observed. 

We  are  forced to conclude  that  the  conventional 
theory as we have  just  summarized  it,  fails  sub- 
stantially.  Therefore, in the  next  section, we  look 
for an  improvement. 

4. Theoretical Discussion for T - T C  

The  discussion of section 3 has  shown  that  the 
inelasticity  near T, is hard to understand  and  there- 
fore in this  section we shall  discuss  the  qualitative I 

features  which it now appears  a good theory of the 
critical region must  have. I 

We first note  that  the  calculation for infinite  tem- 
perature (3.18), the  spin wave calculation  at  about 
0.8 Tr, i.e., (3.28), and  experiment  near T,, (3.31). 
all  give results  roughly in agreement  as  regards 
the  dependence of F S S ( K , w )  on w.  This  suggests 
that  the w scale of F x x ( K ,  w) does not in fact change 
significantly  from 0.8 T, up to infinite  temperature 
but  that  the shape of F S S ( K , w )  changes  consider- 
ably  from two distinct  spin wave peaks below 7'? 
into  a  single  Lorentzian  at infinite temperature. 
But calculations  which  rely upon moment  calcula- 
tions  are  quite  unable to give sensitive  information 
on shapes and  therefore  the  theory  as  described 
in section 3 is suspect. 

We now examine  more  carefully  the  behavior 
of (3.29). Using (2.18) gives 

(4.1) is proportional  to K' at infinite  temperature, 
because < w2 > K . =  is proportional to K2 but  as the 
temperature is lowered (4.1) becomes  smaller  and 
becomes  proportional to K 4  at temperatures suf- 
ficiently close to T,. that K !  < K 2 .  If we assume 
that Fx"(K, w) remains  a cutoff Lorentzian we  arc. 

immediately led to (3.30). But the  above  behavior 
is quite consistent wi th  a  gradual  change of shape 
in F.""'(K, w) from a  Lorentzian at infinite tempera- 
ture t o  one which is dominated by two peaks  at 
w = ? A  K' for temperatures such that ~4 G KZ. 
These peaks would make  a negligible contribution 
themselves t o  < w4 > and  the  higher  moments. 
Such peaks, if they  existed, would have the  obvious 
interpretation of quasi-spin waves  above T,.. 
However we notice  that  a  rectangular distribution 
bounded by w = &  .4 K' would serve  equally well 
as  a  dominant  distribution near T,.. We also  recall 
that,  above T,, F,"J ' (K ,w)  and Fzz(K,  w) are  iden- 
tical  and we cannot possibly associate  single  spin 
wave processes wi th  F""(K, w ) .  Nevertheless 
the  general point remains valid, i t  is quite  consistent 
with (3.32) and (3.33) for  any  curve  whether  double 
peaked  or n o t ,  t o  be sharply  confined to limits 
w = & A  K' provided i t  also  has  weak "tails" which 
can give large  values t o  < w4 > and  higher  moments. 

This  argument  can be summarized  as follows: 
(i) The moment  calculations  are  sensitive to the 

tails of the  distribution F , " J ( K ,  w) whereas  the  neu- 
tron experiments  measure o n l y  the  central portion 
of F""'(K, w). 

(ii) This  central portion has  a  width, - A K', 
roughly independent of T from 0.8 T,. t o  infinite 
temperature but with a  shape  varying from a  double 
peak (representing  spin  waves) at the lower limit 
to a  single  peak at high T. This  central portion 
always contains  the  major  part of the  area of 
F""(K, 0). 

(iii) The tails of the  distribution FSS(K,w) are 
sensitive  to T and vary so as to give agreement with 
the  moment  calculations.  They  are difficult to 
observe  experimentally. 

(iv) Above T,, FZZ(K,w) is identical  to FZS(K,w) 
but  below T,. does not show distinct  spin wave peaks. 
However the  w-scale is roughly similar. 

The above  conclusions  appear t o  be dictated by 
the  experimental  results which  were obtained for 
the general  range K - K I .  For either K @ K~ or 
K 9  K I  the  neutron  experiments give no informa- 
tion and  therefore it is possible  that in these  regions 
the w dependence is qualitatively  different. 

The  clearest way  of describing  the  situation is i n  
terms of the  singularities of F""(K,  w) in the  com- 
plex w plane. We  have already  remarked  that 
the  high temperature  theory, (3.17), gives t w o  
significant poles at ? i A K 2 ;  the  other  singularities 
of FSz(K,w),  [which  are  needed to describe  the 
cutoff procedure for ( 0 1  > S I ,  are  distant - . ] / t i  

from  the origin. The Conventional theory, (3.30), 
near T,. tells  us  that  the two significant  poles  have 
moved  along the  imaginary axis t o  & i ! I K ' x , , / x ( K ,  T)  
and  the  other  singularities of F,"(K,w) remain 
at a long distance  from  the  origin.  However,  the 
neutron  experiments  insist  that  this is  not correct, 
there must  he singularities of some  type  distributed 
at distances - AK' from the  origin;  the  poles 
predicted by (3.30) may 'or may n o t  exist  but if 
they  do exist they  must  have a weight small  com- 
pared t o  those at distances - A Ki. 

The form of F""(K, w j  below T, is of special in- 
terest. Well  below T, we know that F x x ( K ,  w) 
is dominated by  two spin wave peaks  centered  at 
k w K ,  where WK is the  renormalized  spin wave 
energy,  and with a width dependent on the  spin 
wave  lifetime. As the  temperature  is  raised  does 
F""(K, wj retain  this  form  or  does  a  distinct  dif- 
fusive  mode  appear in addition?  We  may  specu- 
late  that  an  analogy to the  classical fluid may exist. 
A classical fluid, at  small K ,  may  be  described by 
the  usual  equations of hydrodynamics.  In  the 
absence of any  dissipative  effects, viscosity or 
thermal  conductivity,  the  relaxation  function 
[equivalent to F""(K, w)] has two delta function peaks 
at ?c,$ where cs is the velocity of sound.  The 
introduction of viscosity or  thermal  conductivity 
damps  these  sound  waves  and  simultaneously  a 
diffusive mode  also  appears in  the relaxation  func- 
tion. In  other  words, in the  complex w plane,  as 
soon as  the  sound wave  poles  move off the  real  axis, 
a new pole appears on  the  imaginary  axis. In  suit- 
able  cases  therefore,  the  relaxation  function  as 
measured by experiment  as  a  function of real w, 
can  have  three  maxima,  one  at w = O  and two sym- 
metrically  placed  either  side  at  the  appropriate 
renormalized  frequencies [12, 131. In  the  magnetic 
system  the  same  phenomena might take  place 
as  the  spin  waves  are  damped.  This  possibility 
is intimately  linked  with  the  problem of the  energy 
renormalization of spin  waves  very  close  to T, and 
in view of the  extremely  speculative  nature of this 
particular  discussion we shall  not  pursue it further 
other  than to remark  that it is also  connected with 
the  behavior of K:, below Tr (this  problem  was 
mentioned in sec. 2). 

The  discussion of this  section is most  clearly 
summarized in figure 1 which  shows  the  positions 
of the  singularities  of F""(K. w) in the  complex w 
plane  according to the  conventional  theory  and  also 
two  possibilities  which  would  be  consistent  with 
the  neutron  results.  In  this figure singularities 
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which  are  a  long  distance J / h  from the origin 
are not  shown.  Figure l a  gives  the  conventional 
theory,  figure l b  the  theory we  would expect by 
analogy  to  hydrodynamics  and figure IC  the  theory 
we might  expect if no “diffusive”  mode  appears 
below T,. At the  present  time we are not able 
to tell whether  possibility,  (b)  or  (c)  is  correct. 

5. Further Experiments 

In  this  section we shall  list briefly other  experi- 
ments which  give  information  on the  form of 
Fz”(K, w). 

(a)  In  experiments on Fe:$04,  Riste  [14]  observed 
that  spin waves existed  above T, and  plotted  their 
lifetime  as  a  function of temperature. His results 
can  be  taken  as  experimental  evidence in favor 
of the  existence of spin  waves  above T,,. Unfor- 
tunately his experiments  did not cover a wide 
enough  range of scattering  surfaces to distinguish 
between  figures l b  and IC. 

(b) Although  all the  discussion of this  paper  has 
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concerned  ferromagnets we would naturally  ex- 
pect to carry  over  some  results to antiferromagnets. 
In  particular if spin  waves  exist  above T,  in a  ferro- 
magnet we would expect  them  to  exist  above  the 
Neél temperature of an  antiferromagnet. It is 
therefore worth  noting  that  Murthy  et al. [15], 
have  observed  spin  waves in MnO above  the Ne61 
temperature. As  we  would expect,  these  spin 
waves peaks  are  broad. MnO is an  unusual  anti- 
ferromagnet in that T.v 120 O K  but 8 600 O K :  

therefore at the Ne61 temperature we expect an 
exceptional  amount of short  range  order  to  exist. 
In  the  presence of this  large  short  range  order we 
would expect  the  spin  waves to be  better  defined 
than in the  typical  antiferromagnet  and  therefore 
in figures l b  and IC  the  “spin  wave” singularities 
would approximate  closer to simple  spin wave  poles. 
This is probably why these  neutron  experiments 
observed  them  whereas  experiments on other 
antiferromagnets, for example,  Turberfield  et al. 
[16], on  MnF,  do not see  distinct  spin waves  above 
T.V . 

6. Conclusions 

The  theory of neutron  scattering  from  ferromag- 
nets  has  been  reviewed  and it is shown how the 
experiments give the  wavelength  dependent sus- 
ceptibility  unambiguously. The  experiments show 
that  the  conventional  theory of the  time  dependence 
of the  fluctuations  near T,, is incorrect. It is too 
difficult to  construct  an  alternative  theory  imme- 
diately  but to explain  the  results it is necessary 
that  some  remnant of “spin-wave  motion”  remains 
above T,. Two  possibilities  are  described in terms 
of the  singularities of the  relaxation  function in 
the  complex  w-plane. 
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Critical  Magnetic  Scattering of Neutrons in Iron 

L. Passell 

Brookhaven National Laboratory,  Upton, N.Y. 

Abstract 

Measurements of the  angular  and  energy  dis- 
tributions of 4.28 8, neutrons  scattered  at  small 
angles  from iron at  temperatures  above  the  Curie 
temperature  are  described.  The  results  are  inter- 
preted in terms of Van  Hove’s theory of critical 
magnetic  scattering  and yield information  on  the 
range of spin  correlations  and  the  dynamics of the 
spin  ordering  process.  For the,  dimensionless 
parameter,  2mA/h,  which  describes  the  time  de- 
pendence of the  spin  fluctuations, we obtain  the 
value 11.0 -t 0.6 at T -  T,== 2 and  18 “C. The zero 
field magnetic  susceptibility, as  determined by 
the  parameters K~ and rl (which  represent  the  range 

and  strength  respectively of the  spin  correlations), 
is  found to vary as (T -  Tc)-13’+”44. Near the Curie 
temperature  there  was  sufficient  intensity to meas- 
ure  the  ratio of the  coefficients of the K4 and K 2  
terms of the  angular  distribution.  The  value of 
this  ratio, 29 A’, is related  to  the  existence of long 
range  couplings  within  the  spin  system.  Details 
of certain  recent  modifications of the  theory of 
critical  systems  are  discussed  and  compared  with 
the  experimental  results. 

This work is described in detail in a  paper by L. 
Passell, K. Blinowski, T. Brun  and P. Nielsen, 
Phys. Rev. 1 3 9 A ,  1886 (1965). 
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